Amid the growing concern and progression of COVID-19, Mountain View Golf Club is closely following
recommendations from the Government of Canada, The Government Yukon and The City of
Whitehorse, to develop a proactive plan to ensure the safety of all staff and members.
The well-being of our membership, public player’s and staff are of paramount importance and take on
even greater significance during this unprecedented time.

Mountain View Golf Club is committed to providing updated resources and tips for their staff and
members’. We intend to adopt industry specific guidelines to ensure a safe environment for everyone so
that the golf course can open for play when the time is right. Being outside is one of the safest places to
be if everybody plays their part.

A COVID-19 Committee was formed on April 2, 2020 and a letter to the CMOH was sent on April 8, 2020
outlining the mitigation measures and protocols. Communication and updating has occurred frequently
and the following outlines our most recent modifications.

Parking Lot
- Large signage describing information such as: immediately leaving if exhibiting flu-like
symptoms; 2-metre rule; new check-in procedures; no sharing of golf equipment; No Cash.
Debit/Credit card only.
Club Storage Facility
- Closed except for those who have difficulty loading/unloading (Pro-shop assist)
Pro-Shop
Hand sanitizing stations at door and counter
4 Golfers maximum occupancy (plus staff). Waiting positions clearly marked
Staff
- Mandatory effective hand washing immediately upon arrival and when departing. Disposable
gloves to be worn and frequent hand washing throughout shift

Payment
- No Cash. Debit/Credit cards only. “Tap” if possible. Card terminal wiped down after each use
- Physical barrier between register and golfer
Merchandise for Sale
- Convert adjacent Lounge into merchandise for sale area. Two golfer maximum limit plus staff
member. No trial fitting of clothing or returns on clothing, hats, etc. Equipment that is handled is
immediately wiped down with effective antiviral by staff
Club Rentals
- One set per person. Upon return clubs stored separately, wiped down with effective antiviral
after returned. Items (golf balls, tees, etc.) left in a returned bag shall be removed and either
cleaned or discarded.
Side Window
- New site for member’s check-in to eliminate need to enter Pro-Shop
- Use of signage and physical barriers to maintain 2-metre spacing and 1-way traffic flow
- Purchase of food and alcoholic beverages. All food items for sale shall be individually
wrapped. Water and soda purchased thru outside vending machines
- Hand sanitizer stations at side window and adjacent to vending machines
Bathrooms
- Cleaned minimum 3x per day. Soap, water and hand sanitizer stations
Professional Lessons
- No lessons will be available
Cart & Pull-Cart Rentals
- One person per cart regardless of living situation (i.e. immediate family members living in
same household)
- Carts wiped down with effective antiviral after each use
- Increased spacing between carts when staging for use
- Pull-Cart rentals to be wiped down with effective antiviral after each use
Putting/Chipping Greens (Practice Greens)
- Signage for 2-metre rule
- No flagsticks. Cups will be placed upside down. 3 people maximum on green and reserved for
players warm up only.
Driving Range
- All golf balls and buckets sanitized after each use
- Close every other stall to meet physical distancing requirements

Opening Holes (#1 & #10)
- Signage: 2-metre rule; no touching/removal of flag-sticks; no sharing of equipment
Golf Course
- Outdoor toilets – only one per 9 holes (#4T/8G and #13G/14T). Cleaned daily. Equipped with
hand sanitizer stations
- Garbage and Recyclable waste containers adjacent to the outhouses that remain open
- Removal of all sand trap/bunker rakes
- Removal of all ball washers
- Modify base of flag-stick to prevent ball from entering hole
- Beverage cart: No Cash. Debit/Credit only. Use of vinyl/plastic gloves by staff. Hand sanitizer
available
Additional
- No chairs and tables available for use inside and outside of Lounge/Pro-Shop. MVGC will
discourage all pre- and post-play socializing
- Rolling 60 day suspension of all tournaments and charity events with decision 30 days prior to
their start date
- Social activities associated with any tournament or league play will be cancelled
- No Shot-Gun/Mass start events
- Golf-only events (e.g. club championships, league play, etc.) must adhere to Covid-19 rules if
allowed to proceed
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